Market

CAREFUL PRODUCTION BASED ON WORLDWIDE
STANDARDS
The factory of DESIGN FANTASY manufactures
furniture and observes and follows the world
standards in design and technology. In this way, it
offers products with identically high standard on
the Macedonian market. The long years of work in
the research of materials, especially in their limits
of durability, has allowed DESIGN FANTASY to
return the structure to its bases, to be essential,
creating products which express the design based
on the highest quality products. The materials
which are used for the products are easily identifiable, pleasing and can be adapted in different
environments, so that in the end, they can be
separated, degradable, which is very important in
every contemporary eco-production of furniture.

Achievements

QUALITY GUARANTEED BY DESIGN FANTASY
DESIGN FANTASY is a strictly functionally oriented production, with a tendency towards ergonomics and safety. In this manner it never fails in discovering design and constructive solutions, which
are truly innovative. DESIGN FANTASY has established principles of its philosophy and they are
based on the constant, long-lasting ear for the wishes of the heart and the needs of the consumers,
its clients, with respect for the application of
exclusively natural materials. The solutions of the
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furniture in DESIGN FANTASY are very innovative from a design aspect, especially the technologies, always coordinated with the project for space,
made out of materials which can be processed in
a more sophisticated manner than any other on
the local market. DESIGN FANTASY has won
numerous awards, which prove its quality, such as:
• Skopje fair „Furniture 1996”, Golden Bridge for
the overall kitchen program
• Skopje fair „Furniture 1997”, Golden Bridge for
the overall program for wooden windows and
doors, Golden Bridge for the bathroom furnishing program, model “Anton” and the Golden
bridge for kitchen, model “Amazon”,
• Skopje fair „Furniture 1998”, Golden Bridge for
a kitchen, model „Techno”; Silver Bridge for the
composite furniture, model “Fantasy”; Golden
Bridge for children’s room, model “Diana”

• Skopje fair „Furniture 1999”, Golden Bridge for
children’s room, model „Camelia” and Golden
Bridge for kitchen, model „Aspro”
• Skopje fair „Furniture 2000”, Golden Bridge for
kitchen collection; Golden Bridge for bedroom,
model „Magic”; Golden Bridge for youth room,
model „Manya” and Silver Bridge for a
commode, model „Diva”
• The citizens' association „Friends of the World”
on 18.09.2000 awarded DESIGN FANTASY
with an acknowledgement for the contribution
in the realization of the program, development
and the successes of the NGO „Friends of the
World”, Krushevo
• Skopje fair „Furniture 2001”, Golden Bridge for
a kitchen, model „Valerijana”; Golden Bridge
for a youth room
• First Children’s Embassy in the World
“Megjashi” Macedonia awarded DESIGN
FANTASY with an acknowledgement on
03.04.2001 for the given assistance and trust
• The Economic Chamber of Macedonia awarded DESIGN FANTASY with a plaque for
achieved results in the increasing of the production, productivity and economy in the operation on 18.02.2002
• Skopje fair „Furniture 2002”, Silver Bridge for
Lobby furniture, model „Ana”; Golden Bridge
for furniture set „Walnut”; Golden Bridge for
bedroom, model „Leni”
• The Ministry of Economy of RM awarded them
with 1st place for the Best Product from the
Wood Industry, category: Kitchen; and 3rd
place for the Best Product from the Wood
Industry, category: children’s room.
The number of interiors made by DESIGN
FANTASY is truly great. In short, one of the first
premises are the Hotel Chingo, Desaret and
Granit in Ohrid, then come many public premises
such as McDonalds, the management buildings
(offices) and sales points of T-Mobile, the points—
of –sale of VIP. Of course the strongest references
of DESIGN FANTASY are the socially significant

facilities such as the National Bank of the Republic
of Macedonia, the Government of the Republic of
Macedonia, The Faculty of Economy, FON – the
First Private University, IK Bank, and the interiors
made in the last few years, such as the Presidential
Villa Vodno, The Memorial House of Todor Proeski,
the Museum Complex of the Macedonian Fight
for Independence- Museum of VMRO and the
Museum of the Victims of the Communist Regime,
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, The Constitutional
Court of the Republic of Macedonia. There are
many other facilities which are projects in progress
for DESIGN FANTASY and they make the reference list quite vast.

History

WORLD FAMOUS, BUT STILL OUR OWN
DESIGN FANTASY is a domestic company for
furniture production. Its beginnings date from
1994, which means that it has been present on the
market for 17 years now. All these years it has
been dedicated to its mission: project design, production and furniture assembly. Due to the serious
approach, the constant modernization of the production and developing of the products, in the
period from 2000 until 2005 it began to manufacture furniture for export on the European market. Taking into consideration that 80% of the production is intended for export, such as furniture
from the category of massive furniture (made out
of massive wood), as well as the facts of the high
standards and the discerning taste of the European
market, it is becoming evident that this
Macedonian company has an ambition for constant development and enhancement. The policy
of the firm, which is based on the making of furniture by order, i.e. by project, makes the work in
DESIGN FANTASY quite specific. Mostly, this
means great dedication towards the client and the
project for the given space, constant monitoring of
the design trends, the technologies and the production materials. All this rounded up with the
professional relationship of the highly trained staff
defines DESIGN FANTASY as a brand distinguishable for its quality.

re fairs. The result of the success is due to the
technology, the staff of professionals, but also the
continuous supply of exclusively high-quality raw
materials from renowned world-famous companies, such as Mak Isovolta Austria, Kolpa Slovenia and
many others. A team of expert architects, furniture
designers works in the process of designing, and in
the realization there is the best team of carpenters and masters of their trade, and this leads to
the personal, characteristic and already built style
in the furniture design and the equipment of the
interiors it produces. This is why the representative, capital facilities of public interest where
DESIGN FANTASY put its signature are the proof
of the top quality. Today, it is a modern factory
with its own plant of 6.500m2, equipped with the
most modern technology for furniture production,
immaculately arranged showroom of 1.500m2, and
about one hundred employees.

Promotion

The process of cooperation with architects during
the design and equipping of premises is a complex
one. Of course, it is simplified with a good project.
In that process DESIGN FANTASY creates space
dedicating itself with attention to the idea of the
architect. All who have cooperated with DESIGN
FANTASY know this to be true. This is why for

of the column “Enterieri”, always with the same
mission- to demonstrate to the Macedonian people that even at home, in Macedonia, you can buy
furniture with European quality, but domestic production.

Brand Values

SOCIAL REPOSNSIBILITY – EXCLUSIVELY ECOCOMPATIBLE MATERIALS
In its furniture production, DESIGN FANTASY
uses biodegradable materials and energy efficient
processes, creating products made of recyclable
materials. This has lead to the end of toxic emissions and contaminating chemical substances, with
the final goal to ensure a guaranteed long life of
its products. These are, at the same time, the fundamental principles of eco-compatibility, which
have inspired the creation of its products and are
the essential starting point of DESIGN FANTASY
in the development of its products which have
minimal impact on the environment and which are
never dictated by fashion.
DESIGN FANTASY is in possession of the
Certificate ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004
and bases its work on the integrated quality
management system and protection of the environment, which have been introduced, implemented, and function in accordance with the require-

Product

PUBLIC FACILITIES – OUR STRONGEST REFERENCE
The special pride and joy of DESIGN
FANTASY are public premises such as theatres,
museums, banks, restaurants, cafeterias, boutiques,
hair salons … In addition to the challenge to design something which will be exhibited for the critical observation of many people, the public places
demand criteria and their arranging, especially
when it is the matter of their equipping with furniture and the remaining equipment.
WORK PREMISES - EMITTING WITH THE
RECOGNIZABLE RESPONSIBILITY
The responsibility which these institutions need
to emit without reservation makes the arranging
more difficult as a task. The multifunctional working
zones of DESIGN FANTASY are considered to be
one of the latest innovative solutions, which are
resolved more successfully by using materials
which are more sophisticated than ever, which is
considered to be an additional quality, especially if
it is a matter of clients/company which can value
the qualities of the natural materials in their space.
HOUSING – A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN
REALLY BE YOURSELF
The motto “The Shape Follows the Function”
insufficiently defines the specificity of the clients for
DESIGN FANTASY regarding their living area. The
home needs to be the place where you can really
be yourself – a temple for the soul! Then, how do
we choose the right one for us? The answer lies in
DESIGN FANTASY, a market oriented company,
with a constant attention for the demands of the
well directed, specific and informed clients.

Recent Developments

In 2005, DESIGN FANTASY had 50 employees
and had already won 20 golden plaques at furnitu-

ments of the standards. The greatest value of
DESIGN FANTASY is in the perfect knowledge
and work with exclusively high-quality materials.

www.design-fantasy.eu
Things you didn't know about...

DESIGN FANTASY

DESIGN FANTASY the cooperation with the
architects is very important. Then they are at
peace, because – there is someone to take care of
business.
DESIGN FANTASY has promoted its interiors
in the Show for interior design of educational and
informative nature, with consistency and endurance, a show which was featured on TV Telma from
2004 until 2011. In this way DESIGN FANTASY
contributed to the raising of the awareness of
every individual (potential client) for the need of a
good project, for the significance to live with highquality furniture in a beautifully decorated home,
as well as during the purchasing of furniture to be
careful in assigning this responsible function.
In addition to the television media, DESIGN
FANTASY consistently promoted its interiors in
the professional magazine “Porta3” in the frames

DESIGN FANTASY is the only company in
Macedonia which laminates chipboards, and then
uses them in the production of furniture, while using
eco-friendly materials only;
The showroom and factory for furniture production
of DESIGN FANTASY with the surface of 8.000m2
are the only center for designing, production and
sales of furniture of this size in the country;
DESIGN FANTASY is very famous for its
humanitarian actions, such as the one for Children’s
Embassy “Megjashi”, and one of the last, but certainly
not the least important is the repair of the burned
down and destroyed quarters of the Monastery St.
Jovan Bigorski;
One of the humanitarian actions, which are a great
pride for DESIGN FANTASY, is the two-time
assistance for the Pediatric Clinic with furniture and
equipment.
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